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The MRC-2 Microprocessor Remote Control System 
brings a new level of sophistication to remote 
control, telemetry and status acquisition. System size 
and operational capabilities have been greatly 
expanded over previously available remote control 
systems, and the use of the CRT option enhances 
operator interfacing w ith the system by providing a 
plain-English display of all desired transmitter plant 
parameters. This display is user-programmed, allowing 
maximum flexibility in CRT setup. The Automatic 
Logging option rel ieves the operator from the 
necessity of keeping a manual log by routinely 
recording all desired parameters as well as auto
matically printing any alarm conditions. In addition, 
the Automatic Control option can reduce or eliminate 
the monitoring of the transmitter plant by the 
operator while providing quicker response than a 
human operator could provide. 

These features translate into greater transmitter plant 
control and security at lower cost, two very important 
factors in today's complex broadcast operations. The 
MRC-2 System provides the broadcaster with greater 
control of the transmitter and peripheral equipment 

The MRC-2 is a true building block system. Unlike 
some previously available systems, the addition of 
one or more advanced options at a later date does 
not render existing parts of the system obsolete. The 
basic MRC-2 System consists of one Control Terminal, 
normally located at a broadcast studio facility, along 
with one Remote Terminal and one Data Acquisition/ 
Command Unit, normally located at a broadcast 
transmitter facility. This is only the beginning; 
multiple Remote Terminals, each designated as a site, 
may be added to the system with each Remote 
Terminal equipped with one or more Data 
Acquisition/ Command Units. These Data Acquisition/ 
Command Units may be equipped with up to 255 
command lines, 255 status inputs, and 255 analog 
telemetry inputs per site. These capacities may be 
independently expanded to the maximum in 
increments of 16. Multiple Control Terminals may 
also be used, with a pre-established hierarchy 
enabling the delegation of control capability between 
Control Terminals. All Control Terminals are not 
required to have access to all Remote Terminals in 
this system, so installations may be configured exactly 
as the user desires. Multiple Control Terminals are 
useful; for example, they may be used in AM/ FM or 
AM/ FM/TV operations where it is desirable to shift 
control from one control room to another, or one 
location to another, while maintaining fail-safe 
integrity. This feature may also be used for systems 
where a particular Control Terminal is located in a 

through quick, positive monitoring and control of all 
desired parameters. Critical parameters, such as trans
mitter power output, can be constantly monitored for 
compliance with user pre-programmed tolerance 
limits, allowing maximum performance within regula
tory and safe operating limits. The use of dual limits 
allows the operator (or the system itself, with the 
optional Automatic Control Unit) to adjust para
meters before a critical limit is reached. Plant security 
is improved by the ability of the MRC-2 to contin
uously monitor the transmitter facility for intrusion, 
fire, or any other occurrence that could endanger the 
transmitter or its surroundings. Multiple communica
tions links may be easily used to improve system 
integrity. 

The MRC-2 does not only move the technical 
operations of the transmitter site to the studio; it also 
frees technical personnel from the need to operate 
the transmitter, reducing or eliminating human inter
vention from transmitter plant operation. This is 
accomplished by a highly sophisticated, well
integrated control system described below and on the 
following pages. 

control room that is not manned 24 hours a day, or in 
case of control data link failure, which would 
normally disable a transmitter not able to receive 
commands from a single Control Terminal. 

Operator control of the MRC-2 System is extremely 
simple, whether the standard Control Terminal or the 
optional CRT terminal is used for operator interface. 
Site selection and channel selection may be accom-
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MRC-2 

plished in either case by a simple keyboard entry, 
while commands are implemented by pressing the 
raise or lower button on the keyboard. The Control 
Terminal alphanumeric LED display indicates the 
selected channel number as well as the type and 
value of the selected parameter. The CRT display is 
considerably more extensive, and is described in the 
options section. 

COMMAND, ST A TUS, TELEMETRY 
SETUP AND OPERATION 

Command, status, and telemetry setup is very 
straightforward on the MRC-2 System. Using the 
Remote Terminal keyboard and 48 character alpha
numeric LED display, the system provides plain
English prompting and " menu" pages for setup 
selection. Similar procedures are used at the Control 
Terminal to set up and verify telemetry limits, assign 
data links, and to set up controlled access for 
restricted functions. 

Each command line output may be designated 
latching or momentary, and is assigned to one or 
more telemetry and/ or status channels by keyboard 
entries, again on the Remote Terminal. Command 
line " mapping" is unique to the MRC family of 
microprocessor remote control systems. In the MRC-2 
system, command lines are not preassigned to 
channels, but are associated with the desired channel 
or channels via keyboard entries. With this approach, 
status or telemetry channels that do not require 
control functions do not result in unnecessarily tying 
up unused command lines. In addition, a command 
line or pair of command lines (each command line is 
designated as either a raise or lower function) may be 
assigned to more than one status and/ or telemetry 
channel. For example, two command lines (one 
" raise" and one " lower"), associated with raising or 
lowering the power output of an FM or aural TV 
transmitter, may be assigned to the telemetry 
channels monitoring plate current, direct power, and 

Interior from view of MRC-2 Terminal (with top removed for 
photograph) and extender board. Easy access is provided to all compo
nents by vertical card cage design. 

indirect power. This results in a savings in the number 
o f command lines used. Standard command outputs 
are via transistor switch closures, with optically 
isolated and relay isolated command line outputs 
optionally available. 

Each status channel may be displayed direct or 
inverting, and functions in a momentary or latching 
mode as user selected. Status inputs can be 
programmed to initiate an event or alarm indication 
on a rising waveform (on), falling waveform (off), or 
both. Status channels may also be assigned to disable 
limit checking on selected telemetry channels. This is 
useful for avoiding alarms when a transmitter is not 
being used, either in a single or multiple (alternate/ 
main) transmitter. 

For further user convenience, analog telemetry inputs 
to the MRC-2 Data Acquisition/ Command Unit may 
be calibrated in one of six ways: millivolt, linear, 
power, product, ratio, or digital word. Millivolt 
calibration reads the input in millivolts, while linear 
calibration consists of a keyboard entry corre
sponding to the desired reading for the input sample. 
This allows linear tracking above and below the 
entered value. Power calibration is similar, but the 
displayed reading varies with the square of the input 
voltage. Product and ratio calibration both use 
telemetry inputs to two other channels to provide a 
third reading, which is scaled by a keyboard-entered 
value as above. Product calibration may be used for 
indirect transmitter power reading, while ratio cali
bration may be used to balance parameters such as 
dual transmitter output power or AM antenna 
currents. Using the Digital Telemetry Input option, 
the digital word calibration mode is used for direct 
digital input to the MRC-2 System. 

A wide selection of words and symbols for telemetry 
units is available (21 total), including volts, kilovolts, 
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MRC-2 
amperes, watts, kilowatts and degrees. The selected 
unit word or symbol appears on the Control Terminal 
and Remote Terminal LED display. 

Single or dual, upper and/or lower tolerance limits 
may be programmed for each telemetry channel. Any 
excursion beyond the limit will initiate an event 
and/or alarm indication , depending on how the 
tolerance limits are programmed during setup. The 
use of dual upper and lower limits allows the taking 
of corrective action before a parameter reaches a 
critical level. 

A telemetry tolerance excursion or status change that 
has been user-designated as an alarm w ill cause 
audible and visible indications to the operator at the 
Remote Terminal, Control Terminal, and optional 
CRT, with optional logging at an Automatic Logging 
option. Tolerance excursions and/or status changes 
programmed as events are routine indications of a 
change in a parameter of interest, and will generate 
an entry on the printed log. The returning of a 
telemetry input within tolerance limits may also be 
logged at the user's discretion. 

FAIL-SAFE PROVISIONS 

The MRC-2 System includes control fail-safe 
operation in compliance with current FCC broadcast 
rules. Control fail -safe, which causes a relay contact 
opening at the remote site, is initiated after loss of 
control to a site from all applicable Control Terminals. 

The television telemetry fail-safe option is available to 

monitor four pre-programmed television telemetry 
parameters of up to six transmitters for each Remote 
Terminal. The option includes a one hour internal 
timer that will display the time until automatic 
shutdown if a telemetry fail-safe condition is in 
progress. 

MAINTENANCE OVERRIDE 

MRC-2 Remote Terminals are equipped with a 
Maintenance Override switch for locking out 
command capability by all Control Terminals and 
their CRTs. Auxiliary contacts are provided at the 
Remote Terminal to enable the warning of mainte
nance personnel that the unit is still in an override 
condition. 

t•l a,,-,~~, 
AUTOMATIC CONTROL UNIT 

The MRC-2 Automatic Control Unit option adds both 
feedback-oriented and time-oriented command 
functions to the system. Programming for this feature 
is done by the user at the Remote Terminal using a 
CRT terminal or logging terminal. A BASIC-like 
language allows the programmer to use multiple 
variables to set up simple or complex algorithms for 
system control. In operation, the system will monitor 
selected parameters and cause a command or 
sequence of commands and parameter checking to 
occur upon user-initiated commands and/ or status 
changes and/or telemetry value changes. The 
sequence may also be initiated by exact time of day 
and/ or date, and time delays may be programmed to 
allow parameter settling time or sufficient time for 
certain functions, such as coaxial switch changes, to 
occur. The user may also program internal telemetry 
tolerance values into the Automatic Control Unit for 
initiating control sequences. 

Time-oriented functions may be implemented at an 
exact time, or may be used to provide a warning to 
the operator whereby a pre-programmed amount of 
time is allowed for the operator to manually 
implement the desired function or functions. The 
system will automatically implement the function or 
functions, such as day/night pattern changes for an 
AM transmitter system, if the operator has not done 
so manually within the allotted time. 

The Automatic Control Unit is capable of multiple 
steps with logic branching at many levels to 
accommodate control and switching of multiple 
transmitters, antennas, etc. User programming as well 
as factory system programming is stored in non
volatile memory. Memory capacity may be expanded 
to accommodate larger user-created programs. 

The user is cautioned to be certain that all applicable 
FCC rules are followed in the use of this option. 
Contact a Moseley Associates representative for 
details. 
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MRC-2 
CRT TERMINAL 

The MRC-2 CRT option makes the system even more 
versatile and easy to operate. Each CRT option, with 
full keyboard, duplicates either all control functions 
of the Control Terminal or all control functions of the 
Remote Terminal, depending on where installed. 
Multiple CRTs may be installed with each Control 
Terminal and/ or Remote Terminal. The CRT will 
display 32 channels of status, 32 channels of telemetry 
or a mixture of both on a master page as show n in 
the photographs. Command lines may also be 
displayed on the CRT for " housekeeping" purposes. 

Each CRT option installed with a Control Terminal 
may be used to display information from any site 
accessible to the associated Control Terminal. A CRT 
option installed with a Remote Terminal has access to 
all data generated at that terminal, and may imple
ment contro l functions if the Remote Terminal has 
been placed in the maintenance override condition. 
Control Terminal CRTs may exercise command 
functions by implementing the " take control" 
function, which transfers command capability to one 
CRT at a time in compliance with the FCC remote 
control rules. An automatic time-out ensures that a 
CRT will not take control and be left in that 
condition, inadvertently locking out control access by 
other CRTs. The Control Terminal itself always takes 
command priority over its associated CRTs. 

The CRT option is extremely easy to program. Initial 
page setup is accomplished by answering a series of 
questions on the CRT screen. Display programming is 
accomplished by typing descriptors in plain English 
for parameters, telemetry units, and status conditions. 
These descriptors, along with telemetry values, are 
displayed on the CRT along with system status, site 
status, and alarm conditions. Data link conditions are 
also displayed on a separate page. 

The selected telemetry or status channel on a given 
page is normally displayed in full intensity video, 
which changes to reverse video when the CRT is 
enabled for command functions. 

Typical MRC-2 CRT Option Status Page. Note user-generated text, 
including heading, as well as system status indications. 

ADDS Regent 40 terminal with custom funclion keycaps, used in the 
CRT option, duplicates full conrrol capabilities of MRC-2 Conirol 
Terminal or Remote Terminal. 

CRT Master Page, derived from Telemetry and S1atus Pages. Titles, 
teleme1ry, and status information may be intermixed from one site 
as desired. 

Typical MRC-2 CRT Option Telemetry Page showing 32 channels of 
telemetry. Channel T004 is in ' 'Take Command" mode, with control 
functions for channel indicated in lower left hand corner. 
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MRC-2 
AUTOMATIC LOGGING 

MRC-2 Automatic Logging Option uses the Teletype Model 43 KSR 
Printer with full keyboard to log telemetry, status parameters 
as desired. 

The MRC-2 Automatic Logging option provides a 
printed record of any or all telemetry and/or status 
channels from one or several sites in a 13 column 
format. The system will print user-defined header 
lines, which may be programmed to print at various 
times of the day. Multiple headers may be used, with 
each one programmed to print at different times to 
allow for shift changes as well as the beginning and 
end of a broadcast day. 

Use of the CRT option, in conjunction with the 
Automatic Logging option, adds the CRT descriptors 
to the Automatic Logging option for alarm and event 
descriptions. The MRC-2 Automatic Logging option is 
available for use with the Control and Remote 
Terminals (specify when ordering). Up to eight 
Automatic Logging options may be used with a single 
terminal, subject to card slot availability . 
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MRC-2 Automatic Logging Option provides a clear, easy to read 
printout with user-created headings automarically printed a11he top of 
each log page. 

MULTIPLE DIRECT COMMAND 
Site selection, channel selection, and function (raise 
or lower) may be accomplished with a single button 
with the addition of the Multiple Direct Command 
option. This pre-programmed panel contains 16 
buttons with true tally back lamps to indicate that a 
control function has been implemented. This is 
especially useful for simplified operations of 
frequently needed or seldom used functions, such 
as transmitter switching. 

MULTIPLE STATUS DISPLAY 

Some applications of the MRC-2 may require the 
ability to simultaneously monitor a number of status 
channels at either a Control Terminal or Remote 
Terminal. The optional MRC-2 Multiple Status Display 
panel permits presentation of a block of 32 status 
channels from a site, in the form of LEDs, with user
produced labeling. A status output driver for 
indicators external to the panel is included. 

DIGIT AL TELEMETRY INPUT 
Digital telemetry may be input to the MRC-2 System 
in the form of four BCD digits or 14-bit binary input 
with sign, bypassing conversion from analog to digital 
data. This digital data will be displayed directly on the 
MRC-2 Control Terminal, Remote Terminal, and 
CRTs. Each plug-in conversion card will accommodate 
one digital input. 

BARRIER STRIP INPUT/ OUTPUT PANEL 

A Barrier Strip Input/Output Panel is available to 
simplify the connection of telemetry and status inputs 
as well as open collector or optically-isolated 
command outputs. Each rack-mounted panel includes 
an interconnecting cable with plug for 16 input or 
output connections with grounds, and may be 
expanded up to a total of 64 lines or channels per 
panel. 

COMMAND INTERFACE PANEL 
A Command Interface Panel option is available for 
providing relay-isolated command lines for inter
connecting to transmitter or plant control circuits not 
suitable for standard transistor switching. Each CIP-2 
Panel provides 16 relay sockets and power supply 
with ribbon cable for direct connection to the MRC-2 
standard command outputs. The relays are available 
separately to allow configuring as required. 
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The MRC-2 System allows maximum flexibility in 
interconnecting Control Terminals and Remote 
Terminals. The basic system (one Control Terminal, 
one Remote Terminal) is provided with two wire-line 
modems on each Terminal. This type of inter
connection is intended for use with suitable 

telephone lines or radio links conveying baseband 
audio in the 300-3,000 Hz range. Optional FM 
subcarrier generators and demodulators are available 
to replace the standard interface on the input and/ or 
output for each modem. These units are available in 
the 26 kHz to 185 kHz range on standard frequencies 

MRC-2 SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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TYPICAL MRC-2 MULTIPLE CONTROL/REMOTE TERMINAL 
INTERCONNECTION DIAGRAM 

suitable for conveyance over aural studio-transmitter 
links as well as FM or aural TV carriers. An RS-232 
option is also available for users desiring to integrate 
their own modems or specialized forms of trans
mission into the MRC-2 System. 

MRC-2 Systems employing two data links between a 
given pair of terminals will make use of both data 
links to enhance system speed as well as reliability. 
Up to six modems may be used in a Control 
Terminal, while up to four modems may be used in a 
Remote Terminal, allowing up to two modems per 
Control Terminal/ Remote Terminal interconnect. As 
transmission is nonsimultaneous within a given 
subsystem, Remote Terminals may be paralleled to a 
Control Terminal modem. Typical MRC-2 multiple 
Control/Remote Terminal interconnection is shown 
in the illustration to the right. 
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Type of System: 
• Microprocessor-based, disrribured inrelligence 

Types of Memory Used: 
• Programmable Read-Only Memory /or sysrem nrmware 
• Electrically-Alrerable Read-Only Memory wirh supplemenrary Random 

Access Memory for user programmed funcrions 
• firmware and user-programming non-volarile, kept inract during power 

failure, no bartery backup required 

Real-Time Clocl<: 
• Crysral-controlled with bauery power backup for power failure duration of up 

to one ye~, 

Remole Site Capability: 
• One 10 99 sires, coded prorocol 

Control Terminal Configuralion 
• Up 10 four per Remote Terminal, one func110111ng as master Control Terminal 

Command lines: 
• Programmable momenrary, momentary pulse, or larching 
• Command response rime: 7SOms to implemenrarion, nominal 
• Momentary pulse duration. 0.110 6.4 seconds 
• Open collector outpur standard (will switch up ro 250 mA at 48 VDC, 

user-supplied volrage) 
• Front-panel tally-back LED indicarors 
• 0 ro 2SS lines per site in 16 line incremenu, 32 lines per DACU-1 

supplied srandard 
• Optically isolated and relay lnrerfaces oprional 

Telemelty Channels: 
• One-person digiral calibration, via Remote Terminal keyboard 
• Fully tolerance alarmed, dual high and dual low limirs 
• Absolute, linear, power-ro-linear conversion, indirecr power, ratio, digital 

word calibrarion 
• Full four-digir LED display wirh decimal poinr and polarity sign 
• Resolution : one part in 1024 
• Overall measurement accuracy: betler /han 0.5'X, 
• Response time: 500 ms, nominal, independenr of channel load 
• Up to 64 channels per Data Acquisirion/ Command Unit 
• full scale input level: •JOO mV minimum, +1 V minimum recommended, 

+S VDC maximum (field-dlterable 10 +10 VDC maximum) 
• Oto 255 channels per sire in 16 channel incremenrs,32 channels per DACU-1 

supplied standard 
• Digital telemetry input oplional 

Status Channels: 
• User-programmable N.O./N.C., momenrary or latching, alarm or 

evenr indic.Jrion 
• Sratus response rime: 500 ms, nominal, with up to 64 channels per 

Dara Acquisition/ Command Unir 
• TTl-compatible input standard (+S VDC switched by exrernal conracuJ 
• Oto 255 channels per site in 16 channel increments. 32 channels per DACU-1 

supplied standard 
• Opiially isolated Input optional 

Aural Alarms: 
• Control and Remore Terminals, defeatable and remorable 

Fail-Sale: 
• Conrrol: complie5 with currenr FCC re<1uiremencs for AM, FM and TV 
• Telemerry: optional. complies with currenr FCC requiremenrs for TV, includes 

inrern.il one-hour timer 

Maintenance Override: 
• Remote Terminal front-panel button 
• Provides Remore Terminal "go home" relay closure and Control Terminal 

alert indica(lon 

Number of Data lnterconneclion Linl<s: 
• Up ro four per Remore Terminal 
• Up to six per Conrrol Terminal 
• Two per Terminal supplied sr,mdard 

Data Transmissions: 
• Seven b it ASCII with parity plus Longitudinal Redundancy Characrer Check 
• 1200 baud each direcrion standard 
• Two-way, non-simul/aneous via FSK, 7200/2200 Hz 

Wire Interconnection: 
• Two-wire or lour-wire, 600 ohm, balanced 
• Series 3002 unconditioned data channel per Bell System Technical Reference 

Publication 41004 (FCC tariff No. 260) for 1200 baud (standard) 
• Two-way, non-simultaneous 
• Nominal send level: 0 dBm. minimum receive level: -JO dBm 
• R 5-232 inrerconnecrion opiional 

SPECIFICATIONS SUBIECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE PRINTED IN U.S.A. 

◄/82 

R;1dio Interconnection: 
• Single or duplex, inrernal subcarrier }ystems available on srandard 

fre<1uencies between 26 and 185 kHz 
• Nominal level: 1.5 VP-Pat 2 k ohms 
• Specify frequency and exacr radio /Ink when ordering 

Operating Temperature Range: 
• 0° - so0 c 
Power Requirements: 
• Control Terminal, Remore Terminal, Data Acquisition/ Command Unit (each): 

120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz. 100 Watts, nominal 

Physical Size: 
• Control Terminal, Remore Terminal, and Dara Acquisition/ Command Unit: 

17.8 cm H x 48.3 cm W x 39.4 cm O (7w H JI 19" W x 15.S "D), 
depth Jess connectors 

OPTIONS 
O ptl( II lw,I. lt-d l omnund Oulput,. 
• 16 ourpur lines per module, opiical isolarors driving high-currenr Darllngtons 
• Switches up to 250 mA, 48 VDC, ar up to +SO VDC from ground, 

user-supplied 

lh•la, I , l,•t~tJ Comm 111 I llul1 ,uls li\fod I Cll' -.l;: 
• 76 output lines per panel, one SPOT relay per command line 
• Barrier Strip outpul.S 
• Up to SA , 240 VAC per relay 

Opllr,ilh hol,1lt'ff \ liilU\ t111>uh. 
• 16 lines per module, LED optical isolaror 
• Input 10-48 VDC (J.15 V strappable), 5-30 mA currenr, user-supplied volrage 
• MaKfmum voltage 10 ground: •SO VDC 

Muhlpk- 0 ir,, I ( um 1t.1ml. 
• 16 butrons per unit wirh LED tally back 
• fach swirch individually programmable for sire and command line, includes 

external command inpur 

(Ill Ill r1l-,t1C •olrol 
• ADDS Regenr 40 rerminal wirh full ASCII keyboard and 12-inch CRT 
• 15-foot cable, inrerface cards and sof/ware 
• 9600 baud (960 characters/second) 

'\utorn.ill l•1~i 11( 
• Teletype Model 43 KSR primer wirh full keytx>ard 
• 15-foot cable, interface cards and sofrware 
• logs in " plain-English" with addition of CRT op1io11 
• Logs paramerers from at/ached Remore Terminal or any sites accessed by an 

atlached Conrrol Terminal 

Ulr.m t [ Cr.int,o' Uuh· 
• User-programmed with CRT from CRT opi,on or prinrer from Aurom~III' 

Logging option 
• Programming In BASIC-like language allows complex algorithms involving 

commands. scarus, relemeiry. rime and dare 
• Programming held in non-volatile CAROM 

'-11 l1i111 \ IJlll\ 0 1 111. I 
• 32 LEDs per unir 
• Displays block of 32 starus channels for one Site, includes external 

display ourput 

n,11,1,,I lt'l,·m, 1,, Input 
• Input: Four BCD digi!S wirh sign or 14-digit binary 
• One input per module 
• Card and software 

BJUI<" ~Ir p nput )ul UI .in -I tllSI · I 

• 16 inpur channels or ourput lines per panel standard, expandable to 64 in 
groups of 16 

• Panel wi/h 16 barrier sirip(s) and interconnecring cable(s) 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE 

CONTACT OUR MARKETING DEPARTMENT 

MOSELEY ASSOCIATES, INC. 
A Flow General Com any . Santa Barbara Research Park 

111 C astilian Drive . . . Goleta, California 93117 
(805) 968-9621 . Te lex: 656-448 . Cable: MOSELEY 
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